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Abstract
Nonlinear quasi-integrable optics is a promising develop-

ment on the horizon of high-intensity ring design. Large
amplitude-dependent tune spreads, driven by strong nonlin-
ear magnet inserts, lead to decoherence from incoherent tune
resonances. This reduces intensity-driven beam loss while
quasi-integrability ensures contained orbits. The experimen-
tal program at the University of Maryland Electron Ring
(UMER) will explore the performance of a strong octupole
lattice at a range of operating points. Early measurements
use a distributed octupole lattice, consisting of several small
octupole inserts. We vary lattice tune to change the quasi-
integrable condition as well as probe behavior near different
resonant conditions. Simulation results show there should
be invariant conservation under carefully chosen conditions.
We discuss the effect of steering errors on the lattice perfor-
mance and on-going efforts to reduce these errors. We also
discuss plans for a single-channel insert.

INTRODUCTION
Beam resonances that drive particle losses and beam halo

present a significant challenge for high intensity accelerators,
limiting beam current due to risk of damage and/or activa-
tion. While landau damping can control resonant effects, the
addition of weak nonlinearities to a linear lattice can intro-
duce resonant islands and chaotic phase space orbits, which
reduce dynamic aperture and lead to destructive particle loss.
Theory predicts that lattices with one or two invariants and
sufficiently strong nonlinear elements should suppress tune
and envelope resonances without loss of stable phase space
area [1].

In [1], the small-angle Hamiltonian for transverse motion
of a particle in an external linear focusing system is given by

HN =
1
2

(
p2
x + p2

y + K (s)
(
x2 + y2

))
+ V (x, y, s) (1)

where V (x, y, s) is a generic nonlinear term. In the nor-
malized frame, the Hamiltonian becomes

HN =
1
2

(
p2
x,N + p2

y,N + x2
N + y2

N

)
+ κU (xN, yN, s) (2)

where xN =
x√
β(s)

and pN = p
√
β(s) − αx√

β(s)
.
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In order for U (xN, yN ) to be an invariant quantity (and
therefore for HN to be conserved), βx = βy inside the non-
linear element and the nonlinear element strength parameter
κ(s) depends on β(s). In particular, for an octupole element
κ ∝ 1

β(s)3 .
For an elliptic nonlinear magnet, the transverse motion

of a particle will be fully integrable with two conserved
invariants, the normalized Hamiltonian and an additional
quadratic term. The theory of the integrable lattice will be
tested at the IOTA ring, currently under construction at Fer-
milab [2, 3]. The proposed lattice consists of a transversely
symmetric (βx = βy) beam in an axially varying nonlinear
insert, linked by linear sections of nπ phase advance that
provide external focusing and image the beam between non-
linear sections, for pseudo-continuous motion of particles
through the nonlinear insert. This lattice is illustrated in Fig.
1.

The goal of the nonlinear optics program at UMER is
to test a quasi-integrable octupole lattice, experimentally
demonstrating increased transverse stability and halo mit-
igation, predicted in [4]. While IOTA aims to test a fully
integrable nonlinear solution, UMER does not have the pre-
cision necessary to verify integrability [2]. The strength of
UMER lies in its flexibility to accommodate variable space
charge beams with flexible focusing schemes. For the quasi-
integrable lattice, the conserved HN will result in chaotic
but bounded motion, while still providing large amplitude-
dependent tune spreads to reduce resonant behavior.

Figure 1: Ideal nonlinear lattice composed of βx = βy
channel and ideal thin lens transfer matrix.

This paper will discuss preliminary testing of a distributed
octupole lattice, conducted in parallel with preparations for
the more robust single-channel design.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
UMER is a 10 keV, 11.52 meter circumference ring de-

signed for the study of high intensity beam dynamics. The
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Figure 2: N4 octupole lattice imposed on alternative lattice,
large blocks indicate octupole positions.

facility consists of an electron source and pulsed dipole injec-
tion into the ring, containing 36 FODO cells and 36 dipole
magnets. At present, the ring has 5 available beam current
settings, ranging from 0.6 mA to 100 mA, with correspond-
ing tune depressions of 0.85 - 0.14. Transport of the 0.6 mA
(or "pencil") beam is largely emittance dominated, while
higher currents are space charge dominated. [5] A 60 µA
beam is currently being characterized for use in the nonlinear
experiments.

The Nonlinear Optics project at UMER has examined two
variants of the quasi-integrable octupole lattice [1]. One test
lattice, referred to as the single-channel lattice, will have
one long octupole insert (64 cm, or 6% of the ring) over a
symmetric beam waist. [6] This will resemble the octupole
and elliptic lattices at the IOTA ring.

Figure 3: Two standard UMER FODO cells (blue
quadrupoles and green dipoles). In the Alternatice lattice,
the crossed quadrupoles are unpowered, leaving a vacancy
for octupole elements.

The primary focus of this paper is the second consid-
eration, an N4 distributed octupole lattice. The nonlinear
inserts are comprised of 4 short octupoles distributed at even
intervals about the ring (90o points, see Fig. 2). This con-
figuration utilizes a mode of UMER operation known as the
“alternative lattice” in which the total number of FODO cells
in the ring is halved (by removing half of the quadrupoles).
The two lattices are illustrated in Fig. 3. The nominal tune of
the ring is also approximately halved, from ν ≈ 6.7 to ≈ 3.8.
The alternative lattice uses printed circuit octupoles with the
same aspect ratio as the standard UMER PC quad, which
are seated in unused quadrupole mounts at the mid-point of
the FODO cell.

The lattice can be tuned to have a tune of 4 + δ2π, where
δ indicates the phase advance through the octupoles. For a
turn length of 11.52 m, effective octupole length of 5.2 cm
and tune near 4, the phase advance through the octupoles
will be near ψ = 0.07 ∗ 2π.

The N4 lattice is natively suited to the UMER structure, al-
lowing the installation of octupoles with minimal disruptions
to the ring (utilizing existing mounts and power supplies).
However, it is a coarse approximation of the quasi-integrable
octupole lattice and it is expected that these approximations
will limit the extent to which the Hamiltonian HN is con-
served.

A key liberty taken with the quasi-integrable theory is the
requirement that βx = βy throughout the nonlinear element.
In the N4 case, βx ≈ βy , with differences on order 15%.
The other approximation is that the PC octupole is fringe-
dominated, meaning the longitudinal profile is not flat top
and therefore the magnet cannot perfectly meet the require-
ment that Voct = 1/β3 = constant. Theoretical calculations
of the UMER magnets predict that fringe fields cancel due
to the relatively short magnet length. [7] It is yet to be seen
if this cancellation will help preserve the nonlinear invariant.
Octupole models used in simulations shown here utilize a
hard-edged approximation.

Printed Circuit Octupole Magnets
UMER utilizes air core flexible printed circuit magnets for

focusing and steering. The printed circuits are cost-effective,
lightweight and stackable, making any combination of multi-
poles possible. They can operate in DC or pulsed mode, and
are easily tunable with no hysteresis as well as inexpensive
and rapid to prototype.

The first generation of printed circuit octupoles has been
produced and initial characterization made. The PC circuits,
pictured in Fig 4, are made in two double-layered halves,
which fit inside the standard UMER quadrupole mount.
Based on the similarity to existing UMER PC quadrupoles
and dipoles, each magnet should easily be able to sustain 2
A DC with the existing mounts and up to 10 A with addition
of water cooling. Maxwell 3D calculations show 75T/m3/A
peak fields in the octupole, with the 16-pole as the next
significant multipole, against theoretical predicts that the
24-pole is the next highest allowed multipole. [7]
The magnet has been characterized using an integrated

rotating coil measurement. A long coil rotating at 1 Hz sends
EMF signal to an oscilloscope. The resulting scope FFT can
be seen in Fig. 5. The large dipole contribution is primarily
due to the earth’s magnetic field. Sextupole and quadrupole
terms are minimized by adjusting the transverse position of
the octupole.

DISTRIBUTED OCTUPOLE LATTICE
SIMULATIONS

Simulations of N4 distributed lattices in the Elegant and
Warp codes predict enhanced stability near the ideal tune
operating point.
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Figure 4: Half of a UMER printed circuit octupole magnet.

Figure 5: FFT measurement of octupole from rotating coil
measurement.

Elegant
The idea of the distributed octupole lattice was first ex-

plored in the Elegant code, which allows beam tracking
through third order matrices and symplectic elements. [8]
Frequency map analysis shows the dynamic aperture is
largest for an evenly distributed N4-octupole lattice With
an octupole strength of 200T/m3, which corresponds to ap-
proximately 2.66 A in the physical octupoles, we see a tune
shifts up to ∆ν ≈ 0.07. This comes at the cost of operating
near the integer resonance band.
The Elegant calculation was run at δψx = 1.06 ∗ 2π,

δψy = 1.08 ∗ 2π between octupoles (ring tune of νx = 4.45,
νy = 4.54), slightly displaced from the ideal δψx = δψy =

2π between octupoles. At this offset, the integer resonance
band νx = νy is visible in both configuration and tune space
as an evacuated band, as seen in Fig. 6. This integer band is
destructive and cannot be mitigated by increasing octupole
strength to drive up tune spread; The maximum externally
induced tune spread is fixed, while the dynamic aperture
decreases with octupole current (and amplitude dependent
tunes scale accordingly).

A comparable analysis for single channel design was done
in Elegant. The single channel octupole is expected to have
a maximum tune shift of roughly twice what is expected in
the N4 lattice (δν ≈ 0.23), and less apparent sensitivity to
the νx = νy band.

WARP
We use the WARP PIC code to track the invariant quantity

(Hamiltonian) in the nonlinear lattice [9]. We first model an
ideal quasi-integrable octupole channel, in which octupoles
are perfectly scaled as β−3 across a 64 cm drift (equivalent
20 degree section of UMER), and the remaining 340 degrees
of the ring is condensed to a thin-lens axisymmetric focusing

Figure 6: Frequency Map Analysis of N4 lattice in configu-
ration and tune space.

kick. This system is discussed in more detail in previous
presentations [6]. For 100 passes through this octupole
channel, we see a particle of 〈HN 〉 = 1E−5 experience RMS
variations of 2.8E − 10 without octupoles (jitter apparently
due to computational noise) and variations of 1.5E − 8 for
maximum octupole current of 2 A. These values can be
compared to Table 1. Despite low-frequency oscillations,
the particle energy appears to be well-bounded as expected,
see Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Conserved invariant HN for simple quasi-
integrable octupole lattice, WARP simulation.

N4 distributed lattice In comparison, invariant track-
ing through the N4 distributed lattice shows much larger
amplitude oscillations in HN , most likely due to the approx-
imations on the nonlinear portion of the lattice. For the
WARP model, we use hard edged elements in the alternative
lattice configuration. Octupoles of length 5.2 cm and peak
strength 75T/m3/A are placed at 2.88 m intervals.
Two cases are considered: The historically utilized alter-

native lattice operating point IF = ID = 0.87A, which has
a tune (as calculated in WARP) of νx = 3.88, νy = 3.83
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Figure 8: Tune scan, simulated with WARP. Color axis
shows particle survival over a range of operating points.
Blackmarker indicates operating point νx = 3.88, νy = 3.83,
while white marker indicates νx = 4.13, νy = 4.11.

and IF = 0.938A, ID = 0.944A, with tunes νx = 4.13,
νy = 4.11. The two operating points are marked in Fig. 8.
One expects the invariant to be perfectly conserved in the

linear case (Ioct = 0). Also, decrease of dynamic aperture
with increasing octupole strength is can be seen through
high-amplitude unstable chaotic orbits leaving the system.
Recall, for the nonlinear invariant to be conserved, particles
must have continuous motion through the octupole elements
otherwise chaotic, unbounded orbits are permitted. [1] In the
case continuous motion (or quasi-continuous, allowing for
linear inserts between octupoles) cannot be maintained, we
expect the invariant quantity to be less bounded. As seen Fig.
9 and Fig. 10, particles seem to gain stability as the external
focusing nears the νx = νy = 4.07 condition. However,
simulations at this operating point yield poor results, and
the invariant is not well conserved.
While the Hamiltonian is not well conserved, long term

stability (past the tested 50 turns) may be possible. A natural
extension of this work is to include predicted experimen-
tal errors into the invariant calculation, as well as extend
consideration to a wider range of operating points.

PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS

Alternative Lattice Tune Scan
In preparation for N4 lattice testing, measurements are

taken on the alternative lattice to gauge beam losses over a
variety of operating parameters. The tune scan technique,
described in more detail in [10], measures variations in beam
losses as a function of quadrupole strength in two families of
quadrupoles (horizontally focusing and defocusing, notated
as IF and ID). Fig. 11 shows beam survival measurements
of the 0.6 mA beam for a range of quadrupole values. Trans-
formation to tune-space was done using WARP simulations
with hard-edged elements and a thin-lens model of dipole
edge focusing. The obvious integer resonance bands are
used to orient the measurement in tune-space. An offset of

Figure 9: Invariant HN for N4 distributed lattice at νx =
3.88, νy = 3.83.

Figure 10: Invariant HN for N4 distributed lattice at νx =
4.13, νy = 4.11.

νx = −0.45 and νy = −0.35 from the WARP prediction is
necessary to line up integer bands.

The tunescan shows broad bands at the even integer tune
resonances. As this N4 lattice is intended to be run at νx =
νy = 4+δ, tuning the beam closer to this operating point will
be necessary if any beneficial effect is to be observed over
the integer band losses. With octupoles on (Figs. 11,12), no
apparent increase in dynamic aperture is seen.

Errors: Beam Matching and Steering The beam
matching quadrupoles and steering correctors were opti-
mized to a single operating point, at IF = ID = 0.87 A. It is
expected that the accrued errors in the match and the steering
grow with greater distance from the ideal operating point,
although it is not clear that they accrue anisoptropically.

The steering solution for this operating point had first turn
horizontal offsets in the quadrupoles of RMS 0.5 mm with a
maximum of 1.3 mm. Vertically, RMS offsets are 3.2 mm
with maximum value of approximately 8.5 +- 0.5 mm. The
contribution of these steering errors can be seen in the width
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Table 1: Invariant Tracking in N4 Lattice

νx = 4.13 νy = 4.11
Ioct [A] 〈HN 〉 RMS variation % variation

peak to peak

0 3.22E-6 2.3E-8 2.4
0.5 3.17E-6 4.2E-8 6.2
2.0 3.05E-6 1.1E-7 17.6
4.0 2.91E-6 2.1E-7 33.5

νx = 3.88 νy = 3.83
Ioct [A] 〈HN 〉 RMS variation % variation

peak to peak

0 2.92E-6 1.5E-8 2.3
0.5 2.90E-6 3.5E-8 6.8
2.0 2.82E-6 1.0E-7 20.8
4.0 2.93E-6 1.4E-7 59.9

(a) Alternative lattice tune scan

(b) N4 lattice tune scan with octupoles powered at 0.5 A

Figure 11: Tune scan data for 0.6 mA "pencil" beam, beam
survival plot at 25 turns. Color axis is peak beam current
normalized to 10th turn.

Figure 12: Beam profile after 1 pass through octupole, im-
aged using phosphor screen. From left to right: Ioct > 0,
Ioct = 0, Ioct < 0.

Figure 13: Single octupole lattice layout, with 4 symmet-
ric βx = βy points, one of which will accommodate the
octupole insert.

of the integer resonance bands in the tune scan data (Fig. 11).
More precise control of the steering will likely improve this
characteristic by reducing the steering error for all operating
points.
The beam match was not well-tuned, with percent RMS

variations of 33% in the horizontal and 28% in the vertical.
More accurate matching solutions have been demonstrated
in UMER, up to standard deviations of 0.17 mm horizontally
and 014 mm vertically for the 6 mA beam. [11]

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, UMER is equipped to test quasi-integrable

octupole lattices. Insight has been built into the behavior
of the N4 octupole lattice, which has potential to be an ap-
proximate testbed for quasi-integrable dynamics. However,
the proximity to an integer resonance band may ultimately
limit its usefulness and implementation, at least with short
octupole elements. On UMER, the large νx = 4 band over-
shadows any resonant loss mitigation induced by the oc-
tupoles.
Additional work to improve the matching and steering

errors near the desired tune operating point may increase
the viability of the N4 lattice. However, the emphasis of
future work will be on implementing the single-channel
lattice on UMER, by modifying a 20 degree ring section to
accommodate a long octupole insert, as depicted in Fig. 13.
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